Peter Vesterbacka, creator of Angry Birds, will attend the University of Childhood’s Conference.

Peter Vesterbacka will present his own educational initiative - the Fun Academy’s Future Astronauts program. Fun Academy’s Future Cosmonauts program was created in 2015 for children aged from 2 to 6. The educational program literally prepares children for space flights, and NASA techniques help the kids achieve success in real life.

The Academy forms key life skills in preschoolers: finding innovative solutions, working in a team, thinking critically, treating their actions consciously and using new technologies meaningfully.

The children develop their thinking with the help of awareness exercises, train the body and expand their knowledge in various fields: science, technology, art and mathematics. Children also conduct small studies and perform experiments that resemble those conducted at international space stations, test spacesuits, try food in tubes, and even communicate with the real astronauts.